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• CHAPTER 1 •

Hi! I whant you to met my dragons.  Burn is all 
white, with his red feet. His feet can burn fire around 
him. The black and blue is called Shock, his feet can 
make lightning go around him.

Ice is the blue one. He can freeze up anything.

THE THREE DRAGONS



Ice, Shock, and Burn are good friends and they 
play together on the top of  Legend Tower. They 
love to play What Move is That? Since they are 
good friends, they encourage each other when 
one of them wins.

They all have very good power, they only use it on 
a metal, never to hurt each other. But, in battles, 

they use their power on the strangers and to 
protect each other.

L o r e m  I p s u m

1. Dragon Tower is a 
tower that can only 
break spell on 
dragons that have 
spells they need to 
cure. 
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• Section 1 •

Best friends



One day while the dragons played, this man came 
closely and caught them by some wind. His name 
was Collector and he used a tracker device to find 
dragons. He wanted to see if they can be his pets. 

TROUBLE



He captured them in these two stones. Burn and 
Shock got caught, but Ice got away. Ice was going 
to save Shock and Burn. But he had to go to 
Dragon tower to find a pole machine to break the 
stones .                          

L o r e m  I p s u m

1.
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• Section 1 •

The Quest



• CHAPTER 3 •

The machine heats up and breaks the stones. Ice flew 
to the tower and he climbed it. He made it to the top 
and put the stones in the machine. The machine 
started to rumble and light up... 

TO THE TOP



• CHAPTER 4 •

   Shock and Burn came out of the stones. Collector 
found out and he had to fight them at the top of 
Legend Tower. This time, Collector used a normal 
ray. Burn shot a fire meteor, Ice shot an ice meteor, 
and Shock shot of a thunder meteor. They combined 
their attacks and made a giant, gold meteor and 
broke the ray and sent Collector out to space and 
broke his house.               

THE FIGHT
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Hi, Ethan is my  name. I hope you enjoyed my story. I am 8 . I live 
in NC.

I love to play video games and watch TV. My very best friend is a 
boy named Aidan.
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